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Abstract 
Theatre across the world has become a veritable tool for social transformation and development catalyst 
in our various societies not neglecting the entertainment value of this medium. Theatre for Young 
Audience – is another branch of theatre that focuses on the both children and young age cadre so that 
theatre won’t just be for adults alone. It is in this light that Denmark focuses largely on theatre for Young 
Audience. This report written in form of a research paper focuses on the various experimentations and 
theatrical experiences of some selected Theatre Companies in Denmark. Theatre Emissary International 
through the Danish International Research Programme by the Danish Arts Council embarked on a 
research project during the Theatre Festival for Young Audience 2013. Therefore, this research writing 
is the product of the research work with evaluation of some selected theatre companies in Denmark. 
 
 
Author 
 
Afolabi Taiwo Okunola is the Director of Theatre Emissary International. He is a theatre director, 
educationist who has undertaken various theatre projects ranging from master classes, seminars, 
conferences, festivals and Theatre for Development (TfD) projects to mention a few both within and 
outside Nigeria. He conducted a theatre based research in Denmark, had a master class in China, led an 
‘Artistic Education’ Theatre TfD Workshop in FITMO/FAB in Burkina Faso; directed play for the ‘Al 
Bugga International Theatre Festival’, Khartoum in Sudan. He presented his country in China, Benin 
Republic, and Cote d’Ivoire in various artistic capacities among others. He has directed many 
productions such as ‘Two Characters Undefined’, ‘Once Upon Four Robbers’, and ‘Morountodun’ 
amidst others. He’s into applied theatre because he believes that theatre should be a tool for social 
transformation and engineering; hence, theatre should be applied in all human endeavours. Graduated 
from the prestigious University of Jos, Nigeria where he studied Theatre and Film Arts.  
 
About Theatre Emissary International 

Theatre Emissary International is a government recognized and registered theatre organization in Nigeria. 
Prior to conducting this research work in Denmark and being part of the International Guest at the 43rd 
Festival Theatre for Children and Young Audience in Denmark, Theatre Emissary International has 
participated in the International Theatre Institute (ITI) World Congress, China (2011), AKT-Zent & 
TECOM World Theatre Laboratory Training Workshop - World Theatre Training Laboratory, China 
(2011), FITHEB, Benin Republic (2012), FITMO/FAB 2012 Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso (2012), RIAC, 
Cote D’Ivoire (2012), and Al Bugaa International Theatre Festival, Khartoum, Sudan (2013). We have 
successfully executed some theatre projects both Theatre for Development (TfD) and performances 
across Nigeria in Jos, Plateau State, Makurdi, Benue State, and Delta State among others.  

Theatre Emissary has amongst its objectives, the zeal and foresight to harness the unlimited potentials of 
young minds of theatre artistes in Nigeria and beyond. Theatre Emissary International believes that 
theatre is and can be effectively used as a tool for social change in Nigeria. Amongst its immediate goals, 
Theatre Emissary hopes to further collaborate both locally and internationally with likeminded 
individuals, organizations and institutions and many others; bring in more enthusiastic theatre induced 
Nigerians into the practice of the art and by so doing create employments for them. While Theatre 
Emissary International has undertaken various productions and theatre services both at the local and 
international scene, it still work to make theatre inclusive for adults, children because various theatre 
performances and services are to encompass people at every age cadre. 
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Introduction and Research Purpose 
Theatre Emissary International research via the International Research International Programme 
of the Danish Art Council/Art Agency during the 43rd Festival Theatre for Children and Young 
Audience in Denmark focused on the performing art and artistic laboratory works of some 
selected theatre artists in Denmark involved in children and young audience theatre. Since 
Theatre Emissary International, a Nigeria government registered theatre organization is into 
using theatre to address social issues for transformation, mobilization and education especially 
among the young people, the research is aimed at having sessions of interviews, discussions, 
possibly practical colloquial with some selected theatre organization in Denmark, and further 
seek collaborations into future theatre projects with theatre companies and artistes in Denmark 
and beyond. Theatre Emissary International centres its activities on using theatre to address 
social issues, socio-cultural development, artistic education, and personal transformation to 
mention a few. We believe that the children and young audience theatre helps in the 
involvement of children in theatrical process and in addressing issues that relate to them. As part 
of our Young Audience Theatre Project, we just concluded a workshop on ‘Artistic Education 
for the African Child’ in Burkina Faso in which Theatre Emissary International led the 
workshop team. Theatre Emissary International is interested in outreaches that will foster and 
strengthen children theatre and also make them inclusive in the theatre process. In Nigeria, the 
adult theatre is given more attention than the Children/Young Audience Theatre. Therefore, 
through this channel meeting and festival, Theatre Emissary International is ready to collaborate 
with both local and international theatre outfits, create projects with theatre organizations, 
companies, and other organizations in this area of theatre and seek funds to translate this vision, 
mandate and passion into reality. 
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Background 

After all is said and done, I believe that Theatre Arts should be a 
tool for social transformation. If effectively employed, Theatre 
Arts could be used as a platform to convey compelling ideas and 
spark engaging debates about social issues such as education, 
peace, development and governance among others.1 

– Afolabi Taiwo Okunola 
Theatre has become an important and paramount part of any civilization at any given 

period in any given society. Examples of such are seeing in various theatre historical chronicles 

such as the Greek, Roman, Medieval, and Renaissance era to mention a few. Theatrical activities 

at different periods cut across different age grades and the involvement of both children and 

young audience in the various theatrical practices and activities and endeavours across the globe 

need to be projected. 

Denmark has one of the largest theatres practices around the world devoted to 

children and young audience. This type of theatre is called ‘Theatre for Children and Young 

Audience’. Theatre for Children and Young Audience is an age classified type of theatre that 

focuses theatrical activities towards a certain age grade ranging from half year of age to 

seventeen years (1/2yr – 17yrs). Importantly, this type of theatre caters for theatrical 

installations, activities and ideas that people in this age bracket can enjoy and be a part of. Issues 

discussed and the theatre trainings employed are strictly modified to suite this purpose of this 

young audience type of theatre.  Unlike the adult theatre that could make use of highly technical 

installations, idea, and cultural materials to mention a few, this type of theatre uses simplified 

yet meaningful substances to present issues that accommodate their type of audience. Such 

creative installations and products have given birth to performances that have been on tour 

across the world for years. For instances, children familiar tales, comic physical gestures, facial 
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expressions, easily understood body movement in physical theatre, dance, comic voicing, 

puppetry and jokes to mention a few are used in making this type of theatre specified to the 

audience.  

From its inception, theatre has been a veritable means to integrate people of multiple 

social cadres, entertain audience across different levels, serves as catalyst for development, 

social mobilization and community organizing among many others. These multifarious 

functions of theatre are capable of being replicated regardless of socio-cultural, political or 

economic differences; hence giving theatre a vast coverage of reception and usefulness. Since 

these strengths are needed regardless of the age differences or age grade, then, there is a need for 

an arm of theatre that deals with both children and young ones (littluns). Theatre for Young 

Audience seeks to bridge the age gap between the adult and young audience so that children and 

the young alike can appropriate the benefits adult get from being part of theatre both as a 

’Spectators-‘ and as ‘actors’. Simply put, this type of age categorized theatre makes provision 

for the young generation as an audience - ‘theatre goer’ or as a performer. 

There are different organizations across the world that see to the development of this 

type of theatre and such organizations include ASSITEJ, International Theatre Institute (ITI), 

and Teatercentrum etc. There are administrators, theatre practitioners, theatre developers, 

directors, actors, and technicians among others that have theatre for children and young ones as 

their central focus and concern. 

This research work is a report of the research conducted in Denmark during the 43rd 

Festival Theatre for Children and Young Audience in Denmark, 2013. Theatre Emissary 

International through the Danish Art Council’s International Research Programme conducted a 
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theatre based research work that involved some selected Danish Theatre Companies. The focus 

of the research is on the various activities of these theatre companies as it relate to the Young 

Audience involvement in Theatre either as members of the audience or as performers. The 

laboratories, methods and results of these theatre companies over the years show the vibrancy 

and viability of Theatre for Young Audience in Denmark. 

Theatre Emissary International, a Nigeria government registered and recognized 

theatre organization is embarking on a Theatre for Young Audience campaign in Nigeria and 

Africa at large. Hence, having a first-hand information and interaction with theatre companies 

that are into such theatre endeavour will help enhance the focus and essence of this campaign. 

Therefore, being part of the just concluded Festival Theatre for Children and Young Audience 

as a member of the international guests with interviews conducted with some selected Danish 

Theatre companies such as Teatercentrum, Asterion Hus, Open Dance, Saga Collective, and 

Teatre Morgana, to mention a few which the findings will be used in this research paper gave 

the vision and this campaign great dimension, more materials to work with, and provide the 

opportunity to develop this aspect of theatre that is quite emerging in Nigeria and Africa as a 

whole.  

Also, Theatre Emissary is presently on a move to organize campaigns regarding the 

use of theatre in school programmes, curriculum and education as a whole in Nigeria and Africa. 

This encounter among others fuelled the passion and the pursuit on different theatre activities 

that will be of great benefit to both the children and young ones. As part of the input of this visit 

cum research work, various theatre practitioners across the world were met and discussions that 

hope to bring future collaborations were engaged in which are necessary for growth in any 
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theatre organization. Amidst many side attractions that gave a deeper focus was the International 

Discussion on ‘The Great Idea’ organized ASSITEJ. Although, but the impact of learning 

development of thought and idea, the making of a great idea, organizing of thought, team work 

and idea development has really helped our organization immensely in this short while.  

This research work is divided into three sub-headings -‘Theatre for Young Audience, 

Engagement with some selected Danish Theatre Companies and Findings, Recommendation, 

and Conclusion’ 

Theatre for Young Audience 

Infanthood has its own peculiarities and being playful is part of such cardinal feature 

of this period. This act is essential to the extent that children that are unable to be part of the 

various plays that go around them are considered ill or abnormal because it is discovered that 

children at this time need to develop their nerves, abilities to create and relate to people and their 

environment etc. Hence, children are considered playful. Theatre has been a medium of play 

even for adults. Play here refers to ability to express oneself and embrace both internal and 

external ideas, emotions, feelings and activities that are artistic, helpful and congenial. Theatre 

processes involve the use of words, actions through creativity to evoke both boisterous reactions 

and thought provoking emotions and feelings. These various emotional outbursts are attributes 

of human beings regardless of their age. Therefore, Theatre for Young Audience centres on the 

peculiarities of children to create their own type of theatre. While children become the main 

audience in this type of theatre, many initiatives have risen for children to become both the 

performers and the audience too. For instance, the Danish Culture Initiative called ‘Kultur 

Crew’ focused on creating culture crew at various levels such as Public Relations, and Technical 
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Department among others in order to help theatre for the young generation. Under this initiative, 

children and teenagers become a part of the theatrical process and cultural development. 

In essence, theatre, an organized activity involving the performer and the audience 

expressed physically in time and in space contribute meaningfully in the development of infants 

across the globe. Theatre for Young Audience has organizations that have dedicated their pursuit 

to theatre that concerns young audience. However, the theatre that this research considered is the 

type of theatre that is social based. It is development conscious and socially engaging.  

For instance, such type of theatre seeks to address the need in the society, peculiar 

problems among children and adult alike. The same way such theatre is entertaining, such 

theatre is also educative, informing and expressive in order for these young ones to learn and 

become relevant in their societies.  

In Sorensen’s opinion, the performing arts or theatre for young audiences is so 

important because ‘the encounter with the non-reality concept of art offers an opportunity to see 

and feel oneself and the surrounding world in a new and different way’2. Hence, experiencing 

professional theatre is important for children and youngsters alike. For the performing arts, this 

is the beginning of an artistic expression because no man can make impact in his environment 

without first having an understanding of himself and how the environment and system works. 

Since theatre creates emotions, opens up discussions, provides energy for right activity and put 

things in right perspective, then, theatre for young audience becomes a type of theatre that need 

to be duly considered. Furthermore, through various theatrical activities, fruitful and sincere 

dialogue with the society is achieved same as befitting and benefiting character traits are built. 
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For instance, character traits such as punctuality, honesty, ability to express oneself, unity 

through team building and love to mention a few are develop. These character traits are on the 

decrease in our society each day but through theatre for young audience and the various 

theatrical activities such traits are encouraged. 

Although Theatre for Young Audience in Nigeria and Africa has thrived through 

various creative initiatives and interventions, yet it should be given more attention. For instance, 

‘Tales by Moonlight’, one of the foremost theatre related highly watched, rated and enjoyed 

Television soap opera in Nigeria understood the underlining idea behind Theatre for Young 

Audience and employed this type of theatre to address issues that concerns children and the 

young ones alike.   

Through this singular television drama, children were engaged both as actors and 

spectators. However in recent times, little or no attention is given to the children and young 

audience type of theatre again except during schools’ ceremonies whereby children are 

compelled to act and create a form of impromptu theatre activities. While media houses engage 

children in such theatre activities during special events such as Children’s Day, End of the Year 

Cultural activities and Independence Day among others. Researches and observations across 

some selected schools in Nigeria show that theatrical activities are dying in many school 

activities and school curricula right from the primary schools to the secondary schools except for 

some universities that are offering Theatre Arts/Performing Arts or Dramatic Arts as course of 

study.Also, not many theatre organizations or companies can be considered as children and 

young audience theatre type of theatre entirely even though theatrical activities and engagements 

such as performances and other initiatives via theatre are engaged at one point or the other.3 
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In some parts of Africa like Burkina Faso4, and Cote D’Ivoire4 to mention a few, 

puppetry is given thorough consideration to engage children and young audience in theatre. In 

engaging this theatrical art, children are considered both as performers (puppeteer) and 

essentially as audience because the art of puppetry on stage is amusing, fascinating and 

involving to many children. Since this type of art is more children focused and oriented, children 

and young audience alike are part of the process and through this art, issues that concern 

children and young one are addressed. In essence, Theatre however should not be considered as 

an adult affairs, rather, children need to be thorough involved both at the performative level and 

at the audience level. 

Theatre for Young Audience in Denmark over years has become a paradigm for 

evaluation which perhaps many nations of the world could learn from. Through various 

government interventions especially the Danish Arts Council initiative to assist the performing 

arts (e.g the 50% reimbursement system), one realizes that the Danish government in several 

ways has developed and is still developing a working and workable theatre for young audience 

team across the nation. Theatre companies that their main focus is to develop theatre 

productions, initiatives, cultural intervention schemes, seminars, residences, workshops and 

performances among others are thriving and effectively making impact. For instance, the 

interviewed theatre companies, directors, actors and personnel of the theatre are involved in this 

type of theatre are making immense contributions to the arts and the society at large. In effect, 

the mechanisms to make this type of theatre under discourse to blossom are put in place and 

capable hands that can handle these initiatives are in-charge of them. 
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Following this segment is analysis of the selected interviews conducted during the 

research. As stated earlier these theatre companies and theatre practitioners have in many 

capacities used theatre to address the needs of the young generation in the country same as their 

various theatrical activities can be considered as theatre for social transformation. During the 

interviews, the questions and discussions focused on the tenets of the interview. Therefore, 

Theatre for Young Audience have come to stay and many nations of the world should learn from 

various forms of this art and through research other initiatives can be considered.    

Danish Children and Young Audience Theatre 

There are large proportion of Denmark’s approximately 130 professional Children’s 

Theatres and an audience of over 500,000 children (the population in Denmark is approx. 6 

mill.) between 5000 and 10,000 performances throughout the country every year and more than 

400 different shows targeted specific age groups from 1 to 16 year of age. Danish Children’s 

and Youth Theatre operates in all genres, forms and expressions and it’s a major supplier of new 

Danish drama. There are various topics that this type of theatre addresses such topics include 

harassment, paedophilia, death and destruction to everyday life, friendship, absurdities and pure 

comedies to mention a few. Generally the theatres play for a limited number of spectators – 

rarely more than 150. Puppet plays and big epic drama, chamber opera and rock musicals, 

modern dance and physical theatre and many others are various forms of this theatre. Shows 

range from large ensembles to one-man show with tales that involve huge sets designs, simple 

set design and storytelling theatre without using anything else than the voice. With all these 

initiatives and features, the Danish Children and Young Audience Theatre is strong and pulling 

wave in the country.5 
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In Denmark, children are not perceived as ‘becomings’ who must learn to understand 

art, but as ‘beings’ that have independent artistic experience ability. Children are perceived as 

‘beings’ with the same requirements of good, professional artistic experiences that adults have 

which cannot just put artistic experiences into an educational or training context but with such 

experiences fulfilling a need for both children and adults.  

This perception heralded the concept of ‘Theatre at eye level’ which means that the 

performances should be visible right in the eye position that corresponds to your age, hence, 

everything is organized in accordance to the specific audience in terms of age, level of 

abstraction, interests, message and themes are in relevance and within the knowledge of the age 

involved in the performance. In this sense, Sorensen expressed that  

the Danish Children and Young Audience Theatre has been a 
democratization project. For regardless of children’s social, 
ethnic and economic status, regardless of children’s 
geographical residence the theatre can reach them and welcome 
them into the theatre6 

This is possible through the immense contributions of a large network of enthusiastic teachers, 

educators, librarians which ensures that the performances come out where kids are. Historically, 

this technique of children theatre is dated back to 40 years ago. Sorensen noted that  

at that time, we (Denmark) had the Danish School Scene, 
formed in 1924 as a well-intentioned initiative to cultivate the 
children... since school stage abruptly had to close in 1968, 
came all the small, new children’s theatres, which was inspired 
by youth rebellion and the ‘group theatre movement’ with the 
stated aim to bring art out where children had their daily lives, 
in schools, libraries and institutions. That’s how the itinerant 
theatre started: out of the established theatre and into gym and 
the classroom7 
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In essence, theatre experiences in Danish Children and Young Audience Theatre is 

aimed at giving voice to school children; students encounter theatre within appreciative 

conversational space which helps in socially engaging these children to be a part of the societal 

deliberations, issues that affect them in the society and other forms of theatrical activities that 

give them worth and audience specified. Together, there is creation of world through speech, 

curiosity in terms of being investigative towards other people’s experiences, perceptions and 

conclusions; authentic questions are asked and the banking system of education is avoided and 

children and young audience become part of theatrical process.   

Data and Methodology 

The methodology employed in this research in field research. Interviews were conducted 

physical with these theatre practitioners. Also it is important to note that many of the 

performances that the research had the opportunity to see were referred in the paper; same as 

recorded and unplanned conversations and discussions had with other theatre practitioners were 

helpful. However, as regards the interview that form the main research, prior to the arrival of 

Afolabi Taiwo Okunola, Theatre Emissary International researcher, the selected Theatre persons 

and Theatre Organizations were contacted. The selection process was really a hard task but 

Anette Asp Christensen of the Danish ITI really helped in making a compilation of some theatre 

organizations and persons that are relevant to the research work. So the researcher picked from 

the pool of the list. After contacting these individuals, those that agreed to be part of the research 

responded and they really gave their support. Meeting dates, times and locations were agreed 

upon. Prior to the meeting the interviewed, the focus of discussion were sent to them. Below is 

the sample interview discussion note. 
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Sample Interview Discussion Note 

The research that we are conducting is embarked upon in order to discuss the performing art 
and the laboratory work of theatre (Theatre for Young Audience) in Denmark and how it 
affects theatre development and focus in the country and in the world as a whole. Therefore, 
in relation to our discussion some couple of weeks ago as regards having an interview session 
with you during the 43rdInternational Festival Theatre for Children and Young Audience in 
Denmark, here is a list of what our conversation will contain.Therefore, these among others 
will be our subject of discussion- Doing our discussions, other related issues might arise that 
will contribute to the enrichment of the research work. Please feel free to express your 
perspective. 

1. General Introduction of Self and Theatre Companies 
2. Past Theatre Projects in Theatre for Young Audience – Theatre and other Artistic 

Experiences 
3. Heart of the Discussion – Relevance of your Theatre Practices to the society 

(Denmark) 
4. How you do your work as a director/Choreographer – Theatre Process 

Interviews of some selected Danish Theatre Companies 

The selected Danish Theatre Companies and individuals for the interview was based on two 
criteria 

1. Theatre that has relationship with the research work. That is such theatre companies have a 
relationship with children and young theatre practices. At one point or the other these theatre 
companies embarked on social engaging theatre for the children and young audience. Also, 
we engaged different aspects of theatre such as dance, drama, theatre training forms and 
acting to mention a few. 

2. In terms of time of establishment of these selected theatre companies, variation was 
employed in order to have variety of experiences and rich discussions. These years span 
from 43years-8years.For instance, Teatrecentrum (43years), AabenDans (16 years), while 
Teatre Morgana (17years), Asterion Hus (10 years) and Saga Collective (8 years). 

Ingrid Tranum Velasquez, Director/Choreographer -Saga Collective8 

Ingrid Tranum Velasquez is a dancer, choreographer and director of Saga Collective. She 
established this theatre company few years ago. In one of the numerous performances the 
company had done, she discussed ‘Paolo & Money Full’ as a link and relationship to the focus 
of the research.  

‘Briefly, ‘Paolo & Money Full’, a theatre piece from the stable of ‘Saga Collective’ addressed 
issue related to children on the street. From the story presented, the typical Danish was made to 
see a different societal story of lack, want, and other deprived related dilemma that children in 
such situation face. The children responded by contributing what they had and sent it to thereby 
countries in order to help children that are less privileged. Commenting on the result of this 
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theatrical piece, Ingrid, the director of the Theatre Company asserted that it was a social relevant 
piece and many Danish children and Young Audience could not relate to it at first since there 
society is so different from the story presented. For instance, a typical Danish child has access to 
basic amenities that the kids in the play could not afford. A physical theatre in presentation, with 
narration and lots of dance movement, the children were fascinated and the message was passed 
across the children and adults alike’. 

Peter Kirk, Artistic Director -Asterion Hus 9 

Taiwo: Since finance is important in making theatre work, what can you say as regards funding 
of theatre projects in Denmark? 

Peter: ‘On finance in Denmark, we are very luck even though we have gone down in subsidy 
but there is a big tradition in this country to subsidize the art. We have this system of arm length 
principle we call it that the politicians they decide that there are some amount of money that 
should be spent on art but they are not allowed to sit in deciding who is going to have the 
money. So it is a way for the politicians to decide which have the money. There is alot of 
political agenda to make that work that is not propaganda and it’s a free system. 

Taiwo: In terms of evaluation, what can you say about your production/performances in using it 
to engage the society with emphasis on theatre for children and young audience? 

Peter: I must say that there are companies that have the tradition of making their work have 
impact socially which really address these problems which things we have heard of. For instance 
before we have this government that is leftist, there were problem of scenophobia – there were 
lots of theatre works addressing this that racism is a thing we don’t want here even though it’s 
here and we really feel we have freedom to speak. I feel I can talk with my voice of theatre 
which I want and one thing is important for me that the complexities of art is a tool to ask 
questions rather than providing answers but that it’s right for everyone to meet art... so for me 
works are more to raise questions and provoke thoughts and give opportunity for people to 
express themselves and be part of the art. ‘My Room’ a work I directed that you saw is an 
example. For me the it’s very important for there to be a connection between the audience and 
the art on stage, that the meeting is real and it’s a breaking of the forth wall. There’s a true 
connection and that you make difference when you are before the audience and that the audience 
is important. In Children Theatre here in Denmark, we call it ‘Theatre in High Level’ – that you 
address people there it does not matter whether they are five years old or ten years old or adult 
but that you don’t speak down to them you can say but you have a symmetric relationship with 
the people and the audience and if they are children you talk straight to them... 

Taiwo: what is it you’d love to say to the emerging generation that you have learnt overtime? 

Peter: the first thing is that you have autonomy even though there are perils that could go 
against it which is very different in different areas, but make all obstacles a source of 
inspiration... 
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Thomas Eisenhardt, Artistic Director – AabenDans – Roskilde10 

Taiwo: Good to have you Thomas 

Thomas: Nice to meet you Taiwo 

Taiwo: can introduce yourself briefly and your theatre company and what you do 

Thomas: I am a choreographer and dancer and artistic director of a theatre called ‘AabenDans’. 
We are the only regional dance theatre in Denmark and we are based in a town called Roskilde 
some hours away from Copenhagen. We have worked there for five years and we say that we 
are doing dance from cradle to grave. We are producing performances for very young kids down 
to six months old and then the way up school students and adult, we dance in old people’s 
homes... Since we are located in a small town, we go into the society with our works. We know 
dance can be used in the theatre and outside theatre so we find ways in which we can use dance 
in our society. We know that dance is an element which everybody knows about and everybody 
in one way or the other had experience of dance. For instance from young people to old people, 
children dance shaking heads while old people shake their heads too remembering good times in 
their past or memory of the past. So dance we use our competence as choreographers and 
dancers, trying to use our bodies to create thinking into the society in different ways. 

Taiwo: earlier on, you mentioned some projects you did in Africa, workshops and other 
engagements both in Africa and non-Africa countries; can you say something about these 
experiences? 

Thomas: within Africa, we were in Yaoundé three months ago where we did a workshop with 
some African dancers and choreographers about how to start a play to create a play not from a 
manuscript – an improvisation based on people who are participating. Such is based on who you 
are… 

Taiwo: also, you mentioned using dance to teach the people on how to plan the city, can you say 
something about that? 

Thomas: yea because since now we are placed in this town, we are working in an old concrete 
company factory and the municipality has this idea that this old very worn down seemingly 
useless concrete halls they have to buy time and develop it into the creative part of town, so we 
have to develop this town and by doing that, we are also putting our competency about the body 
so we are trying to help this town to develop so it’s a way where you are using your body and 
you have to use your senses to work around. We have created a digital playground with a 
telephone we have made one hundred dances so every day you can playback on this playground 
and one dance comes up on the video in a day and combine such dances together and everyday 
new dances come up. These dances are simple structures like walking around; these dances 
come up on the computers of the people working in that municipality and these simple structures 
like try to move your head or tap your feet… but when these things come into your normal day 
life, you twist yourself and you know you have your body, creativity and you don’t necessarily 
do just 1-2-3-4 but you have more options of exercising and enjoying dance, a form of theatre. 
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Taiwo: like we said before now that one of the focuses of this research work is to talk about 
theatre practice in Denmark and how we use it to engage people. What can you say about theatre 
practice in Denmark? 

Thomas: I can only talk about my practice because there are many theatre practices in 
Denmark. We are working a lot, getting out to people, it’s not only a matter of people going to 
theatre to experience theatre but we also do lots of theatre performances outside in schools, 
libraries, everywhere we are invited and in that way, I think this is quite unique for Danish 
children theatre that we throwing out to meet the children and that the children does not have to 
go to the theatre but the theatre go to them… 

Taiwo: what do see theatre to be in Denmark in the next decade? 

Thomas: well… there’s this thing that some people say that theatre is in danger because you 
know there is so much interactive media like face book, video, computers, computer games and 
all these are what you can engage yourself digitally has grown so much and some people fear 
that theatre is in decline but actually I don’t experience theatre being in decline and I also 
experience new people come in all the time which have new ideas which I think theatre has a 
great ability and theatre a great message to keep adapting what’s going on in the society and 
putting in this way, theatre is getting more interactive and more media coming into theatre and 
theatre has one thing that other media don’t have and that is that theatre is life and it has this 
presence that you only can get when people are together. Its analogue and it helps. It’s 
spontaneous. 

Taiwo: I have watched some productions since I came and one of the things I noticed in all the 
productions is the use of the new media you know to blend the actions on stage, create more 
aesthetics, add to the story, and even in the dance, I could see the whole play with the new 
media, projections, computer… and all of that… is that a new form of theatre here in Denmark 
or it’s being there for a very long time? 

Thomas: that has been developing a lot within the last five years or something. Five or six years 
ago maybe there were one or two performances with such production but these things that we 
incorporated into the show in different ways and is not just projections on the wall alone. We did 
a show about wars between people, nations, poor people, and personal wars etc and we had three 
men from countries and we had moving boxes and we built walls with very fast walls and we 
also projected these walls so that we could create pictures of different kind of houses. So there 
were examples where we didn’t use projections or films so we change the way you look and the 
things on stage so that they become something else… 
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Kaj Pedersen, Actor/Guest Actor –Teatre Morgana11 

Taiwo: so can you introduce yourself… 

Kaj Pedersen: My name is Kaj Pedersen, I have been doing theatre since 1974 and I have been 
in different theatres in the beginning I was twenty years in the same theatre and it was 
international theatre company so we tour around the world. In 1996 my wife and me we formed 
our own theatre company, Teatre Morgana that has existed ever since and apart from that, I’m 
also guest artiste in other theatre companies like this here ‘three’ and my wife is also a guest 
artiste. Yesterday we played our performance for you (laugh) it was full of words but this 
performance today there are no words so for me as an actor, it’s a very good chance for me to 
work in something while you based the story on words and the other hand, another performance 
where you based on the body. My education is derived from Jerzy Grotowski. He was polish. It 
was not with words in the beginning, it was mostly out of hard physical work. For instance, the 
director in the ‘Blue Horse’ was polish. A lot of theatre practices in Western Europe in the 
1970s and 1980s were inspired by Grotowoski’s works. 

Taiwo: you been in theatre for over thirty years, so what can you say is theatre practice (in terms 
of acting and education) in Denmark over time? 

Kaj Pedersen : In the 1980s, it was Grotowski theatre, then came performance, then modern 
dance, now we have new impulse from new cycles things so it has developed a change for the 
last three or four decades. These changes are very inspiring; although I don’t do new cycles or 
modern dance, but I’m inspired of it so I take them in in my work as much as possible. Apart 
from the big institution theatres which are the same and more alike, outside these theatres, you 
have small theatre companies and that’s where I think it very interesting because that’s where 
the development takes place (experimental) because if you can find your own way, you don’t 
have to listen to the director of the institution and to the audience. You can work from what you 
think is the right way of working and searching for materials in your way so I think is 
economical, it’s not very good it’s hard time, it has always been hard times (financially), but I 
think it is very hard work but it’s very interesting because you have a chance to develop a 
language, a theatre language and this is freedom for me. 

Taiwo: there has been development of theatre practice and acting styles and techniques over 
time, what can you say about the welfare (remuneration, payment etc) of the actors? 

Kaj Pedersen: I think there you have a lot of actors in Denmark and a lot of them are 
unemployed and there’s no work on the big theatres. So a lot of actors try to make their own 
groups and to make a kind of living out of that but it’s hard times. It’s not very easy because as 
friends on this festival, you have I think about 140 performances and they are all trying to be 
sold through the same people so it’s a big competition and you have to believe in what you are 
doing because there’s not a lot of money in it I tell you 

Pernille Welent Sorensen, Coordinator and Developer – Teatercentrum12 

Taiwo: Please introduce yourself and briefly the organization you work for 
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Pernille: I am Pernielle Welent Sorensen; I am coordinator and developer at Teatercentrum. I 
have a masterin communication and psychology from Roskilde University. Related to theatre, I 
have been administrator in Theatre Batida and I have been a part of developing diploma of 
education. Diploma in Cultural Leadership and Diploma in Mediation of Arts and Culture for 
Children and Young People at Odsherred Teater skole, Danish Development Centre of 
Performing Arts. Networks that I am part of are: Youth as a social engine: an open source 
network – developing methods about user development. Arts and Education – how to develop a 
creative Primary School in Denmark; an advisory board under the Danish Ministry of Culture: 
Network for Children and Culture. (The network was established in 2002 and today consists 
apart from the Ministry of Culture of the Danish Film Institute, the Heritage Agency of 
Denmark, the Danish Arts Council/Arts Agency, Danish Agency for Libraries and Media, the 
Ministry of Social Affairs and the Ministry of Education). Finally, I’m a board member at 
ZeRUM, a place for youngsters working with performing arts connected to ZeBU a Danish 
Youth theatre. 

Pernille: Teatercentrum ‘Theatre Centre’ is a competent centre for distribution and 
dissemination of information about Theatre for Young Audience. Teatercentrum is an institution 
under the Danish Ministry of Culture. This centre is able to provide general information about 
Theatre for Young Audience, about touring theatres, about how to get performances financed 
(the 50% reimbursement system) and about how to cope with the practical problems related to 
the arranging theatre performances. Teatercentrum advices the Danish Ministry of Culture, the 
municipalities, district authorities and individuals on matters concerning Theatre for Young 
Audiences. It has many years of experiences in organizing conferences and talks on themes 
related to theatre for Young Audience. Teatercentrum houses the Danish branch of ASSITEJ, 
the world theatre network of Theatre for Children and Young People.  

Teatercentrum provides information, and knowledge about theatres that perform for young 
audiences, theatre for young audience and itinerant theatre through development of new 
concepts for the dissemination of performing arts; cultural packages – a jointed structure for the 
dissemination of performance arts in joining municipality a system where all kids in a school get 
three different experiences with the performing art- Music, Dance and Theatre. ‘Kultur Crew’ 
(Culture Crew) – a concept dealing with students’ involvement in the managing cultural events 
at their schools, network, borneteateravisen.dk – a web-portal dedicated to theatre for young 
audience, Den Rode Brochure (‘The Red Catalogue’) – a comprehensive catalogue with detailed 
information about theatres in Denmark that perform for young audience. This catalogue is 
published once a year. The annual children theatre festival in Denmark – a festival that has 
existed since 1971 and it’s the biggest of its kind in the world. 
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Findings, Recommendations and Conclusion 

Findings 

From the various interviews and discussion with the selected theatre practitioners, and 

theatre companies, it’s obvious the Theatre for Children and Young Audience is strong in 

Denmark and this form of theatre is socially engaging children and young people alike to be 

integral part of the society. Therefore, below is presented the findings 

1. There’s an underlining philosophy that characterized Denmark’s Children and Young 

Audience Theatre. This understanding forms the basis upon which the theatres engage the 

young audience and involve them in theatrical process. 

2. The establishment of a central organization like ‘Teatercentrum’ that coordinates the 

activities of these various theatre is responsible for effective dissemination of information, 

effective organization and coordination of activities relevant to this specifies type of theatre. 

Through this organization, other world based organization that focus on Children Theatre 

like AASITEJ are linked to various theatre companies in Denmark and the benefits of such 

world organizations benefits theatre practitioners in Denmark. 

3. There are persons, theatre companies, organizations and other theatre practitioners that 

dedicate their arts and acts into strictly theatre for children and Young Audience. In essence, 

there are structures in place that make this type of theatre thrive and succeed. 

4. Also, government involvements and financial provision made available for the various 

persons and theatre practitioners that are involved in this art. This huge government and 

other organizations’ financial commitment to this great and illustrious pursuit of theatre for 
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children and young audience is commendable. Theatre activities become successful and 

experience full when there’s sponsorships and other means of financing such activities. 

5. Although there are challenges in the country ranging from multiple theatre companies and 

theatre artistes who are involved in the same Children’s Theatre which breed unhealthy 

competitions and other relational problems, yet, collaborations among and between theatre 

companies are encouraged. 

6. Also, creative initiatives ranging from trainings, workshops, rehearsals for performances and 

other forms of theatre involvements for the children are encouraged and earnestly pursued. 

7. The aims of these theatre children’s Theatre companies are in conformity with the concerns 

of children’s theatre and they are socially engaging the children in typical social issues, 

creating forum for the children to deliberate, create their own world, ask questions, learn and 

understand themselves more in the affairs and dealings of life. 

8. The multiple theatre companies bring about variety of theatre productions and performances 

and these performances help creativity, broaden marketability and encourage theatre 

companies to launch out of the country into other areas in order to sell their idea. 

9. It’s important to note that there could be rivalry and other relationship problems among 

theatre companies because many of them try to sell their product through the same means, 

such ground could silence young practitioners. With festivals and other events that enhance 

showcasing theatre products, segments that are strictly for emerging theatre companies 

should be introduced so that recognition can be given to emerging theatres that do not long-

standing experience and existence like old theatre companies. Through this process, the 

emerging theatre practitioners are encouraged. 
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10. Finally, the government benefits immensely from artistic events and outings economically. 

Recommendations 

From this research work, the recommendations that the researcher presents for other 

emerging theatre for Children and Young Audience in other part of the world using the 

Danish’s Theatre for Children and Young Audience as a case study are presented as follow: 

1. There should be an underlining philosophy that will characterize every Children and 

Young Audience Theatre. This understanding forms the basis upon which the theatres 

engage the young audience and involve them in theatrical process. 

2. Establishment of a central organization that will coordinate the activities of these various 

theatres is important. Such organization/agency through which the government will 

relate with the various theatres will be responsible for effective dissemination of 

information, effective organization and coordination of activities relevant to this 

specifies type of theatre. Through this organization, other world based organization that 

focus on Children Theatre like AASITEJ, International Theatre Institute are linked to 

various theatre companies in the country and the benefits of such world organizations 

benefits theatre practitioners. 

3. There should be persons, theatre companies, organizations and other theatre practitioners 

that dedicate their arts and acts into strictly theatre for children and Young Audience. In 

essence, there are structures in place that make this type of theatre thrive and succeed. 

4. Also, government involvements and financial provision should be made available for the 

various persons and theatre practitioners that are involved in this art. This huge 

government and other organizations’ financial commitment to this great and illustrious 
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pursuit of theatre for children and young audience will help the various theatre 

companies in working efficiently in this field. Since theatre activities become successful 

and experience full when there’s sponsorships and other means of financing such 

activities. 

5. Although there are could be challenges in the country ranging from multiple theatre 

companies and theatre artistes who are involved in the same Children’s Theatre which 

breed unhealthy competitions and other relational problems, yet, collaborations among 

and between theatre companies are encouraged. 

6. Also, creative initiatives ranging from trainings, workshops, rehearsals for performances 

and other forms of theatre involvements for the children are to be encouraged and 

earnestly pursued. 

7. The aims of these theatre children’s Theatre companies should be in conformity with the 

concerns of children’s theatre and they are to be socially engaging the children in typical 

social issues, creating forum for the children to deliberate, create their own world, ask 

questions, learn and understand themselves more in the affairs and dealings of life. 

8. The multiple theatre companies will bring about variety of theatre productions and 

performances and these performances help creativity, broaden marketability and 

encourage theatre companies to launch out of the country into other areas in order to sell 

their idea. 

9. It’s important to note that there could be rivalry and other relationship problems among 

theatre companies because many of them try to sell their product through the same 

means, such ground could silence young practitioners. With festivals and other events 
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that enhance showcasing theatre products, segments that are strictly for emerging theatre 

companies should be introduced so that recognition can be given to emerging theatres 

that do not long-standing experience and existence like old theatre companies. Through 

this process, the emerging theatre practitioners are encouraged. 

Conclusion 

 Theatre for Children and Young Audience is an important aspect of the theatre and 

various theatre organizations, theatre practitioners in Nigeria, Africa and beyond are to take 

this aspect of theatre seriously so that we can record huge success as other counterparts in the 

world have notable success in their various endeavours. We believe that through this type pf 

theatre, children will be socially engaged from childhood on the issues affecting their 

societies and they can creatively proffer solutions as they grow in the society. For instance, 

Theatre Emissary International’s Theatre for Development Workshop in Ouagadougou, 

Burkina Faso during FITMO/FAB (2012) showed that children in that country are being 

involved in social theatre through the use of puppetry which is an art form in the world of 

children and young audience theatre. Therefore, various engagements in our theatre should 

entertain, educate and socially engage children, mobilize children and engine development in 

the communities and their nations at large. These recommendations translate into deeper 

insight for Theatre Emissary International to launch into more research and field projects into 

this type of theatre by seeking partnership and collaboration with both local and international 

initiatives and theatre companies on this type of Nigeria. Presently, we are seeking for 

sponsorship on taking Project LIME – Literature Made Easy around Nigeria. This is a Young 

Audience related project that seeks to create interest of young generation in art.  
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